Release Notes – V5.12.8.1
NEW FUNCTIONALITY:
IWeb Core Forecasting
Addition of CVX code 148 for MENHIBRIX (Meningococcal C/Y-HIB PRP) Menhibrix will not be added to
forecasting until recommendations are provided by ACIP. Addition of MVX code JNJ for Johnson and
Johnson
Contraindication/Adverse Reaction
Added the following adverse reactions for IPV containing vaccines:
Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock
Any sequela (including death) of events
Added the following adverse reactions for Varicella containing vaccines:
Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock
Encephalopathy (or encephalitis)
Pneumonia
NON-WY SPECIFIC BUGS
HL7 HL7/DTT Imports
Fixed a scenario where two simultaneous HL7 submissions from the same IRMS/Facility could deadlock
and subsequently block all later submissions. The messages are blocked until the server's maximum
number of HTTP connections was exceeded and IWeb became unreachable.
WY SPECIFIC BUGS
HDWY- 511 - Add/Edit Patient
Corrected an issue when adding or editing a patient using the new demographics page, a user can
add/save a patient without the fields required by that IRMS.
HDWY-574 - Mass Immunizations
Fixed issue: Patient to Waiting Room Queue was not saving.
HDWY- 334 Vaccinations- Adverse Reaction
Fixed an issue related to adverse reactions which was not displaying on Vaccination/Medicine Detail
screen.
HDWY-535 Patient Demographics:
Fixed the stack trace error which was happening when a patient without an owning IRMS opted out of
the registry.
HDWY-564 Patient Demographics – changes to demographics do not display on records.
This issue showed when editing the name of guardian: the name changes on the demographics screen,
but when then going to the state school form, there is information left on that report that doesn’t
change. This is caused by the Do not overwrite patient record with null values when merging property
being enabled; however, the logic was changed in 5.12.8 to ignore this property in the case of guardian
information.
HDWY-345 HL7 data exchange with Wind River Indian Health Services

Modified the processing of reciprocal batch updates to stop each reciprocal batch being returned from
IWEB contains the same list of patient records from 03/14/12, regardless of which patient records were
sent in.
HDWY-522 Reports Module – Lots displaying differently in different reports
Fixed the issue in the Patient Detail Report where the 'Public Lot' field was not consistently displaying N
or Y correctly. The problem originated due to the fact that the “is publicly supplied” field was being
saved as both N and NULL in the database.
HDWY-518 Patient Demographics Edit – MOGEing spurs change of sex warning
Added cache-control headers to the code in the -js.jssp files on the server to prevent IE9 from caching
patient assumed initial values for demographics fields.
HDWY-579 Mass Immunization
Fixed an issue where the vaccination data are not saved on the Vaccination reserve table.
This resulted in the following reports not displaying the desired results:
Daily Patient Immunization List
Vaccination Totals

